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R2-D2, C-3PO,
and your other

' favorite Star Wars
characters relurn in
The Force Awakens. '
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PRINT 3-D printers have
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Tara Anderson created

3-D printed limbs that

allow a rescue dog to
run for the first time.
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Tourist traffic is one
reason parts of

* Great Wall areX'
n, crumbling. About

9 million tourists visit
the wall each year.

wall in the world.

The Great Wall,
much of which was
constructed
the Ming Dynasty
'1368-1644), was

built to protect a(

foreiqn invaders.
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ore than 90 percent of Earth's freshwater

ice is in Greenland and Antarctica. Much

of ii is bound up in slowly moving masses

of ice called glaciers. Unfortunately,

the ice is melting because of climate c,hange,

an increase in Earth's average temperature. Eric

Rignot, a glaciologist, recently led an expedition to

Greenland to investigate the melting.

Rignot found that deep ocean currents are

bringing warm subtropical waters to the ocean near

Greenland's west coast. Water hundreds of meters

below the sudace is several degrees warmer than

the surface, speeding up glacial melting.

a bigger role in controlling the

PRIi

The size of each red dot below shows the approximate mass

of ice that has melted from the region's glaciers each year

since 2003. Greenland's dot represents 38 billion metric tons
of ice. Alaska's dot represents 50 billion metric tons-enough
water to fill Lake Champlain twice!
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BING CONTEST
and caring for trees-scrambled up trees during

Climbing Championship in Longmont, Colorado, in

tested five different skills, such as climbing a 1S-meter

an aerial rescue, which involved rescuing an adult-size

nts were judged on speed and technique.

I Pastenes of Texas and Marilou Dussault of Ouebec, Canada,
rists from other regions at the world championship in Texas.

t more than finding the best climber, says arborist Alex Julius. lt
about what a@qrjsts do and what skills and sa{ety precautions are

A glacier melts in

-Kathryn Fre

thought,"
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To make lifesaving antivenoms, scientists enlist the help of

horses that live on specialized ranches.

of so many antibodies
that the horse becomes
immune to the venom.

f,YS A ranch hand
{.-F 6rs*s 61oo6 ,BLOOD PLASMA

ffifiI#W

S.$ The plasma is
}*di purified, pack-
aged, and shipped
to hospitals. When
a person comes
in with a bite,
doctors inject the
antivenom into the
patient. Antibodies in the medicine
neutralize the toxins and can save
the patient's life.

are returned to
the horse.

BLOOD
CELLS

.,t

1

TOXINS

AFRICAS VENOM CRISIS

A technician A small, harmless dose
of venom is injected&&*$ extracts and

later purifies into a horse. The toxins
cause the horse to produce

hen a venomous

snake bites

SOmeone, it

injects.the

victim with potentially deadly

toxins. Many hospitals keep a

lifesaving medicine called anti-

venom on hand for snakebite

victims. But Africa is facing a

crisis: lt's running out of an

important supply of antivenom.

The company that made

most of Africa's safe and

effective antivenom stopped
producing it in January 2O14.

Competitors selling less-

expensive antivenolrF of ,

unknown safety drolr€rthem

out of business. And these
cheaper antidotes made in

other pa*s of the world some-

times use the wrong snakes-
so they dcn't':always work on

bites from Africa's cobras,

vipers, and mambas.

"lf nobody fills this void,

then there will undoubtedly

be more deaths," says Nick

Brown, a doctor with the

venom from
the species
for which
scientists
want to
make an
antivenom.

€-

@ onrueenous
BITE: A venomous
sedge viper strikes.

Glotd,Snakebite
stoci!.1* retiable

will e4Sre in June;',i*iilt_thr

currenfu,,no replacement.
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With 1.5.lrrl!!i9n poisonous

snakebites happtning every
year in Atrica, thig Buts a lot of
lives at risk.

-Hanneke Weitering
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RECORD-
BREAKING
LOOP

his past September, stunt driver Terry Grant of
England shattered a world record by driving a

car through a loop-de-loop that was
19.08 meters (62.6 feet) tall. He broke the

previous record by 0.79 m (2.6 ft).

How did the car manage to stay on the track even
when it was at the top of the loop? Anytime something
travels in a circular motion, it experiences centripetal
/orce, which pushes it toward the center of the loop,
says Becky Thompson, a physicist at the American
Physical Society. The car needs to be going fast
enough at the top of the loop that centripetal force
and gravity can't rip it from the track. lf the car were to
stop, it would plummet. Grant entered the loop at gQ

kilometers (53 miles) per hour, which provided enough
speed to make it all the way around.

The first time Grant drove through a loop-de-loop,
he got sick. So he trained for two months, and this time
he felt great after the stunt. -Kathryn Free

PHYSICS OF A
LOOP.DE.LOOP

The track exerts
this inward force
on the object,
keeping it on a
circular path.

This force
the object down
to Earth

Speed at which an
object changes
position. The c
must attain
certain velocrty

$

L_'
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A squirrel
monkey paints at
the Oakland Zoo
in California as
another looks on.

ANIMAL ARTISTS
ast summer, animals at the Oakland Zoo in California put their

creative ialents to work in an effort to help raise money for
wildlife conservation.

The animals learned to paint using their paws, hooves, and mouths.

Some, like the zoo's elephants and giraf{es, painted with a paintbrush.

Others used more unusual approaches: Ada the snake slithered to

smear paint across a canvas, and Andy the cockroach left color{ul

trails as he scuttled along.

Zookeepers encouraged the animals to paint by giving them treats

as they worked. The paint was nontoxic and safe. The zoo auctioned

off the paintings online in September, raising almost $14,000.

-Hanneke Weitering

Art made by animals at the Oakland Zoo was recently auctioned off
online. Bids started at about $200 but quickly climbed. The graph below

shows the final sales prices of some of the

paintings. How does the price o{ the parrot's

painting compare with that of the python's?

LEGO@ bricks used to build a model of

St. Peter's Basilica, a famous Catholic church,

It was displayed in Philadelphia to celebrate

Pope Francis's receni visit to the U.S.

I, 0 0 0 xl:rilr;::",'":T}
in London. The massive keyboard can help

people express practically any emotion. r\

Y _- r, : ts 'F

3 0 0 lr[;fl H"i:tT::;it.,
millions of dollars in gold. Divers recently

found the treasure off the coast of Florida.

aF Shoe size

CO of Jeison

Hernandez of

Venezuela, age 20,

who recently broke the

world record for

largest feet. They're

about 15.8 inches long.
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A real-world take on distant planets, space battles, and helper robott

swEET Sr-ilI
The Millennium Falco
dodges blaster fire !
from enemy TIE f
craft (/elt). Wj

t,/

I
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Back then, a story set on a distant world

required a leap of imagination, since no one

had ever seen evidence of planets beyond

our own familiar solar system. But that's not

potential exoplanets have been

Additional observations will help conlirn

Tatooine started to seem even

more realistic a few years ago, when

,,,. scientists with NASA's exoplanet-
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Astronomers have found a real
p-lanet that orbits two stars, just
like Luke Skywalker's home
world, Tatooine.



to have some fun with Star Wars creator

George Lucas: "We called him up and said'

'George, there's a mislake in your movie-
you got the colors reversedl"' says Kepler

mission chief BilI Borucki. "He e4ioyed the

joke, and some of his crew participated in

the announcement of the discovery'"

So planets do exist outside our solar

system. But what about outside our galaxy?

It's hard to tell because other galaxies are

so far away, but tantalizing hints suggest

lhat ertragalcrctic planets may be out there'

One exoplanet spotted in the Milky Way, our

home galaxy, is thought to have formed in a

smaller galaxy that merged with ours billions

of years ago. And observations of. a star in

Andromeda, our nearest neighboring galary'

suggest a Possible Planet there'

*xr$-.*il:is& lN $iLil&{:fr
In the distant gafaxy where Star Wars is

set, the saga depicts space battles with loud'

flery explosions whenever one ofthe good

guys takes out an enemy fighter ship after a

high-speed chase. In real life, things would

be quite different, says physicist Rhett Allai

of Southeastern Louisiana University'

For one thing, those noisy explosions

would be silent: "When things explode in

space, there's no air, so there's no sound"'

says Allain. Sound waves need a meclium-

material such as air or water-to travel

through. Without one, explosions would be

completelY soundless.

The absence of air also makes explo-

sions less fiery since flames need oxygen oI

another suitable gas to bum' A huge battle

station like the Death Star might contain

enough gas to produce flames when it blow

up, says Allain, "but smaller objects like TII

fighters would probably just break apart"

when theY're destroYed'

r*NKY $3HY$ir$
The movement of the films' shiPs is

another physicai oddity' "They show space'

ships flying at a constant speed with their

thmsters on," says Allain' Thrusters provid

th,ntst, a force that accelerafes an object

(makes it change speed or direction)' So rt
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fighters with their thrusters on would be
speeding up, not staying at the same speed.

One ofthe fastest ships in the series, the
Mi\Lennium Falcon-plloted by Han Solo-
returns in Episode V1L In the first film, Soto
brags that his ship made a certain trip "in
less than 12 parsecs." A parsec is a real unit,
but it measures distance, not time!

A fast ship is one thing, but even in close
combat with Storm Tloopers, our heroes
have an uncanny ability to
dodge enemy fire. That got
Allain curious ahout lhe
movies' blaster weapons,
which release glowing bolts.
"They're not lasers-light
travels way too fast to see it
move across the screen like
that," he says. The bolts could
consist of gas heated into
plasma, a state of matter made
of charged particles that's
common in stars.

Allain analyzed several
scenes and found that close-
range blaster shots travel at
about 35 meters per second (78

miles per hour)-comparable
to a baseball pitch, and much
slower than rifle bullets, which
can top 1,200 m/s (2,700 mph).
Dodging blaster fire might not
be totally unrealistic.

One thing physics can't explain is "the
Force," a flctional power that allows charac-
ters to move objects without touching them.
That violates Newton's tlaircl law of motion,
which says an interaction between objects
always involves two opposing forces. ,,When

you use the Force to push something"-such
as when Luke uses it to lift his X-wing fighter
out of a swamp in Eyti,sod,e V-"that thing
should also push back on you. We don,t see
that," says Allain.

t_!l':&&t'
i t1;_alt-.t*1,t I

Droids R2-D2 and C-SPO are the only
characters to appear in all sk Star Wars
morjes so far. (A new bot, BB-8, joins them
this month.) When the droids first hit the big
screen n 1977, robots with their abilities and
artificial intelligence were a long way off.

But roboticist James Kuffner of Carnegie
Mellon University says today's cufling-edge 

,,

robols are gefling close. Humanor'rl (humanl,
shaped) robots like Honda's ASIMO can walk
and run smoothly. And although current
robots may not navigate rough terrain quite
as well as C-3PO, bots like Big Dog and Atlas
from robotics company Boston Dy,namics are
getting better at it all the time.

As for robot smalts, the droids
demonstrate "advanced speech recognition
and language translation capabilities"
beyond today's top performers, says Kuffner.
"But I believe we're actually not far off
from technology at that level." Software
like Google Now and Siri can alreacly follow
voice commands fairly well. Some Star Wars
technology may not be so "far, far away"

--Jennifer Barone

LIPLPFH B*T
Roboticists say today's
technology is getting
close to that of the
series' droids, Iike the
new BB-8.

rnr}tr
*&.rKsY$*M
What is one

aspect of Star

Wars that now

seems more

realistic than it

did when the

{irst movie was

released in 1977?

Cite evidence

from the iext.
after all. #

SCHOLASTIC,COM,/SCIENCEWORLD 11
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to have some fi;n with Star Wars creator

George Lucas: "We called him up and said,

'George, there's a mistake in your movie-
you got the colors reversed!"'says Kepler

mission chief Bill Borucki. "He enjoyed the

joke, and some of his crew participated in

the announcement of the discovery'"

So planets do exist outside our solar

system. But what about outside our galaxy?

It's hard to tell because other galaxies are

so far away, but tantalizing hints suggest

that ertraga\acti,c planets may be out there'

One exoplanet spolted in the Milky Way' our

home galaxy, is thought to have formed in a

smaller galaxy that merged with ours billions

of years ago. And observations of.a star in

Andromeda, our nearest neighboring gala'rry,

suggest a Possible Planet there'

fr xr$-**l&ffi ih] $ll.uhlilx
In the distant galaxy where Star Wars is

set, the saga depicts space battles with loud,

flery explosions whenever one of the good

guys takes out an enemy fighter ship after a

high-speed chase. In real life, things would

be quite different, says physicist Rhett Alla

of Southeastern Louisiana University'

For one thing, those noisy explosions

would be silent: "When things explode in

space, there's no air, so there's no sound,"

says Allain. Sound waves need a medium-

material such as air or water-to travel

through. Without one, explosions would be

completelY soundless.

The absence of air also makes explo-

sions less fiery since flames need oxygen c

another suitable gas to burn' A huge battle

station like the Death Star might contain

enough gas to produce flames when it blol

up, says Nlain, "but smaller obiects like Tl

flghters would probably just break apart"

when theY're destroYed.

riJ$KY pfiYs!fi$
The movement of the films' shiPs is

another physical oddity. "They show space

ships flying at a constant speed with their

thrrrsters on," says Allain. Thrusters provic

th.rrttst, a force that accelsrafes an object

(makes it change speed or direction)' So r'
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might give you an energy boost, but they

could also cause your grades to plunge

ommercials on TV make soda and energy

drinks look appealing. They show people

Caffeinated soda and energy drinks

stimulant

grtzzlingthe beverages while playrng extreme

sports and hanging out with friends' But what these ads

don't tell you is that too much caffeine, the chemical

dmg added to these beverages to give you that lift' could be

harmful to your health-and your grades'

Researchers recently found that middle school students who

consumed even one energy drink per day were 66 percent more likely

to show signs of hyperactiai'ty' Symptoms of hyperactivity include a

lack offocus, increased anxiety and heart rate' and disrupted sleep'

This could be a big problem, because a 2014 study found that

73 percent of American kids consume caffeine daily'

CAFFEINE COMPLICATIONS

Jeannette Ickovics is a professor ofpublic health at Yale

University in Connecticut' She led the study examining the relation-

ship between caffeine and hyperactivity in middle school students'

She says her findings provide strong evidence that caffeine's side

effects can cause slmptoms that make it difficult for students to pay

attention and do well in school'

//.,

B€VERA&E
B*rxu

A model o{ the

caffeine molecule

made from PoPular

caffeinated drinks.

r
\
\

To find out if there is a connection between

hyperactivity and caffeine consumption,

Ickovics interviewed more than 1,600 middle

school students. She asked how many and

which types of caffeinated drinks each student

had drunk within the Past 24 hours'

Then Ickovics asked each student a

list of questions that could help diagnose

hyperactMty: 1) Do you feel restless and

have trouble staying still for long? 2) Are you

constantly fidgeting or squirming? 3) Are you

easily distracted and do you find it difficult to

OECEMBER 7, 2OI5



concentrate? 4) Do you finish the work you
are doing and is your attention good? and 5)
Do you think before you do things? Students
ranked each ofthese questions as either "not
true," "somewhat true," or "certainly true."

"As the number of drinks went up, so did
the number and severity of s1,rnptoms," says

Ickovics. She found that even one additional
drink per day could heighten the level of
hyperactivity in the students by an average
of 14 percent.

Other findings from the study show that boys are more likely
to drink caffeinated drinks. Ickovics suspects that this is because
companies market the drinks with ads that are targeted at boys.

SWEET SYMPTOMS
The dangers of caffeine-rich

beverages go beyond hyperactivity.
Each drink can also contain up to 40

grams of sugar. That's the equivalent
of 10 teaspoons. The American
Heart Association recommends that

children limit themselves to 21 to 33 grams of sugar each day.

Eating too much sugar can lead to an increased risk of obesity,
heart disease, diabetes, and digestive illnesses. "So ifvou have one
soda, you're already exceeding that daily recommendation," says
Ickovics. "Caffeine and sugar are like peanut butter and jeily-they're
almost always together." ffi

-Andre:w 
Klein

$*&&e$ &,&ppK & xw ffi w& reK&
Caffeine is absorbed by brain tissues and binds to adenosrne

receptors on brain cells. Normally, adenosine molecules bind to these
receptors to make you drowsy, says Robert McGorrin, a food scientist
at Oregon State University. "lt uj,orks like a lock and key."

But the caffeine molecule's shape rese\bles that of adenosine, so
it can also bind to adenosine receptors. Caffeine blocks adenosihe
from binding to the receptors, preventing you from feeling tired.

brain cell

cell nucleus

rf
adenosine
molecule
(blocked
by caffeine
molecule)

adenosine
receptor

SCHOLASTIC.COM,/SCIENCEWORLO 13
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3-D printers have made their way into schoo/s, hospitals,
and even outer space, Where will they go nert?
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/scienceworld
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/scienceworld

ast spring, mechanical engineer Jim
Smith wanted to go kayaking near

his home in South Carolina. The

only problem was he didn't have

a kayak. Most of us would have

headed to a sporting goods store to buy or
rent a boat, but Smith decided to print one.

He designed a 5.5 meter (18 foot)Jong
kayak on his computer. Then he used a
3-D printer in his garage to print 28 plastic
pieces, which he assembled into a complete,
functioning boat. It cost halfthe price ofa
similar store-bought kayak.

Smith is a mechanical engineer at 3D
Systems, a company based in Rock Hill,

South Carolina, that sells 3-D printers and

3-D printed products. But experts like
Smith aren't the only ones making amazing

creations with 3-D printers. In the past flve
years, 3-D printing has gone mainstream.

REABY,"SET, PRINT!
You're probably familiar with printers

that use ink to create text on paper, but 3-D

printers work differently. Many of them use

colorful plastic as their printing material. "It
works just like a hot glue gun," says Smith,
who designed and built a 3-D printer
called the Cube. The

machine pushes

----\
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Teen Dawson
3-D

prosthetic
helps him
ce his

goalkeeping skills.

The Cube
printer
allows users
design and
plastic
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spaghetti-like strings of plastic through
heated nozzles, melting the plastic and

squeezing it onto a platform below (see Hota
3-D Printers Work, left). The machine adds
Iayer after layer onto the platform to build
the object.

Plastic isn't the only material used in 3-D

printers. Some use metal, ceramic, glass, or
wood. It's even possible to print food. "We

have printers that print powdered sugar

mixtures in different colors and flavors,"
says Smith. The result: 3-D printed
candy. This fall, 3D Systems

opened a culinary lab in Los

Angeles where chefs and

The ChefJet Pro
lets users prin
food, such as these
sugary

::lliiiiMidi;
Jim Smith shows
off his 3-DW
printed

engineers can work together to explore
the future offood.

3.8 PRlNTING REVOLUTION
Although 3-D printers have been

axound since the mid-1980s, they've
only recently become more
affordable (see 3-D Printi,ng
Timeline, p. ln.In 2005, 3-D printers

Conti,trued, on the nefrt page )

D D

3-D printed
iPhone case
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were mostly industrial size and extremely

expensive. Today you can buy a microwave-

size 3-D printer for under $1,000-less than

the cost of many computers!

Another reason 3-D printing has taken off
is that it's become easy for anyone to design

and print something, whether they're experts

or not. One popular website for inspiration
is Thingiverse, which has more than 100,000

free designs for users to download. If
someone flnds a design for a cell phone

case, for example, they can download the

file, press print, and watch their new phone

case materialize before their eyes.

You don't have to look far to find 3-D

printed objects around you. The airplane

manufacturer Boeing estimates that more

than 20,000 3-D printed parts currently fly
on its planes. And while some objects come

out of,3-D printers ready to use, others are

prototfupes. These test models allow people

to inexpensively and quickly see what their

designs will look like in real life, and then

make improvements before creating their
flnished products. Many of the products on

store shelves-from sneakers to laundry

detergent bottles-likely staded out as a

3-D printed prototype. Even architects print

A technician
removed the excess
powder from the
figure. Then he
dipped it in a chem-
ical to strengthen
the material. Bubar
was able to "meet"
his figure after it
dried overnight.

Recently, a 3-D printer

created a mini version of Joe

Bubar, an editor at Scholastic.

Everything about Bubar

and the B-inch figure looks

identical-from the curls in

their hair to the wrinkles in

their clothes. Bubar paid

$300 for his "mini-me," but as

technology advances, the price

could drop, allowing more

people to create lifelike cake-

toppers, mini versions o{ their

pets, and 3 D family portraits.

16 oEceMeeR 7,20l5
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A technician at
DOOB used
special software
to turn all those
photos into one 3-D
model of Bubar on
a compuier. Then
he hit print.

A 3-D printer
used a special
powder to print
the figure one
thin layer at a
time. The printer
added color and
glue to each layer to
hold them togeiher. Printing
took about 18 hours.
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At a store
called DOOB
in New York
City, Bubar
stood inside a
scanner, where
54 cameras took
photos of him
from nearly every
possible angle.

TJC:ry--.* .* &."1
Astronaut Barry Wilmore

a wrench 3-D
the
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lnvented more than
three decades ago,
3-D printing has come
a long way.

The first stereolithogra"
phy 3-D printer is sold
by 3D Systems. lt cost
morethan $100,000.

A miniature 3-D printed
kidney is created,
paving the way for other
printed body parts.

A person walks on
a 3-D printed prosthetic
leg for the first time.
All parts are printed
at once.

President Barack
Obama's administration
invests $30 million to
boost 3-D printing in
the U.S.

Office-supply store
Staples begins selling
desktop 3-D printers.
Other stores follow suit

A fossil of the
ancient human
species Homo
naledi is scanned,
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miniature versions of buildings they've
designed to see how they look before
starting construction.

A HELPING HAND
3-D printing is improving people,s lives.

Doctors use the printers to create metal
implants, Iike jawbones, rib cages, and hips.
They can even print replicas ofpatients'
hearts and brains to practice on before
performing complicated surgeries.

The printers offer a way to make medical
devices more quickly and cheaply. That,s,
good news for kids who needpro sthese$ or
artificial limbs, because they have to replace
them of[en as their bodies grow. Thousands
of people around the world are getting pros-
thetic hands from e-NABLE, a communitv of
more than 3,000 volunteers who make 3-D
printed hands for those in need. A typical
prosthetic hand can cost up to
$10,000, but the ones by e-NABLE
can be downloaded, printed, and
assembled for less than $50.

All e-NABLE hand designs are
free to download, and assembly
is easy. Girl Scout and Boy Scout
troops have assembled hands that
have been distributed to people
in impoverished communities and
refugees worldwide. Recently,
e-NABLE partnered with
3D Systems to create more-
advanced prosthetics.

OUT OF THIS WORLD
3-D printers are even helping astronauts.

Last year, NASA tested a 3-D printer aboard
the International Space Station, a laboratory
that orbits Ear'th, to see if it could work in
zero gravity. Astronauts successfully printed
a total of 20 objects, including a wrench and
a storage container. Having a 3-D printer on
the space station could one day eliminate
the need to send spacecra.ft to resupply the
orbiting laboratory. Those missions require
months of planning and can cost tens of
millions of dollars.

Scientists hope that someday, astronauts
will be able to print food, tools, and other
items that they'd need during lengthy space
missions to places like Mars and beyond.
NASA scientists axe already experimenting
with a 3-D printer that uses powdered
ingredients to make pizza.

Back on Earth, Smith thinks
that someday everyone will have a
3-D printer in their home to make
anything from food to furniture.
"Printing complete working
devices, that's really the future,"
says Hod Lipson, the director
of the Creative Machines Lab at
Cornell University in New York.

"If you need a new remote
control, for example,
you will be able to just
download and print." # 3-D printed, and put

-Cod,y 
Crane on display in London.

the first type of
3-D printing.
1986, Hull founds
3D Systems, the first
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Tara Anderson
created 3-D
printed limbs that
allow a rescue
dog to run for the
first time

Ai:H;i,l;"[:lT'..
I \ tni.,g. lhal come naturally
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I I walks, play fetch, and

run around. Derby was born with
underdeveloped front legs, making it
impossible for him to walk. But now
he has 3-D printed prosthetic paws

that have gotten him up and running.
Derby's transformation came

about thanks to his foster mom, Tara

18 oEcEMaeR 7.2ors
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Anderson. She took Derby in when
the dog rescue group Peace and

Paws was looking for a foster home

for him. Luckily, Anderson works at
3D Systems-a company based in

Rock Hill, South Carolina, that sells

3-D printers and printed products.

Science World spoke with Anderson
about how her job inspired her to
design prostheses for Derby.

OCOOL JOBS

ffi



What do you do at 3D
Systerns? I'm a product manager

for our color 3-D printers. They're
used to help make lots of different
products. For example, when a
sneaker manufacturer has a new
shoe design, they'll first print a

full-color model to see how it will
look in real life. It's my job to help
make sure our 3-D printers meet the
needs of our customers. I work with
our engineers to design 3-D printers

that print in a full range of colors.
I have a master's degree in architec-
ture and a strong understanding of
computers, which is a perfect fit
for my job.

How did you get involved with
Berby? I saw that Peace and Paws

was looking for a foster home for
Derby. When I heard his story
I cried. I wasn't sure I could handle

his special needs, but I had to try.

At first, the rescue group and

I looked into getting Derby a set

of wheels to help him walk. But
the wheels are awkward and didn't
allow him to play with other dogs.

Then, while at work, I received
an order for a 3-D printed
model of a person's hip that
had been damaged in a car
accident. Doctors planned to
use the model to review the
steps of a tricky reconstruc-
tive surgery. I realized that
3-D printing technology
has lots of medical applica-
tions. Surely we could do

something for Derby.

What process did you
u$e t0 desiqn fierby's
new paws? I reached out to
orthotist Derrick Campana

at Aninral Ortho Care in
Virginia, who custom makes
prostheses for animals. He

hadn't used 3-D printing
before but was excited to
try it. The process allowed

WATCH
A VIDEO
scholastic,com
/scienceworld

us to make prostheses more quickly
than traditional methods. If a design

didn't work, we could easily modify
it and print another pair of legs.

To get started, we needed to get

the exact shape ofDerbys legs.

Campana was able to do this by
making plaster casts of them. Then

we scanned the molds and used

the images to model the prostheses

on a computer. We wanted the 3-D

printed sections that would cradle
his deformed elbows and forearms
to fit perfectly so the prostheses

would be comfortable.
Once we'd fitted Derby with

the 3-D printed parts to cushion
his legs, the next step was to raise

him up off the ground. Based on
how Derby's shoulders rotated,

I sketched a rounded design

that I thought would work
well for him. I printed the
prostheses, and the next
morning Derby was running!
I couldn't believe it.

What response have you
received from people
who have heard Derby's

of requests to help animals
in similar situations, as

well as letters just saying

thank you. If it helps inspire
people, then I'm really proud.

It's wonderful to bring a

-Cody Crane
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:-t* design to life to improve a

,. ..ri person's-or in Derby's case,

{'/ii.,:, a dog's-life. That's what 3-D

'/' printing is all about. #
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Mule deer cross Pine
Creek in Wloming.
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ack in 2011, biologist
Hall Sawyer was asked to
study the movements of
mule deer in a region of
Wyoming called the Red

Desert. Government officials wanted
to balance the animals' needs with
other land uses, like building houses.

Sawyer put GPS tracking collars on
40 deer that January.

At the time, everyone assumed the

deer spent all year in the Red Desert.

So Sawyer was surprised that spring

when his team picked up signals

from far to the northwest, in the

Hoback Basin (see Migration Route,

rigllt). When the deer retumed to
the Red Desert the following winter,

20 oecrMsrR 7.2ors

Sawyer realized he had stumbled there by early June. They leave the
upon a previously undiscovered long- basin in mid-October and arrive back
distance migration. in the Red Desert by late November.

In late March, more than 500 It turns out the mule deer's trek
mule deer begin a 150-mile journey is the longest known land migration
from the Red Desert. Fifty miles in the continental U.S. (Alaska's

caribou hold the worldnorth, they merge with
thousands more deer from ;.,;'.": 

lt 
' :"::" '' "''t'' ',': record, covering 2,400

the foothills of the Wind WATCH miles rourd-trip.)
River mountains. Along -,tt: A VllrEO "Mule deer have been
the way, thg animals must .'.;.,. scholastic.com l'. making this migration for
skirt sand dunes, swim /scienceworld 

h rrunoreas or years, ana

across rivers, cross roads, I nobody had put the pieces

and jump fences to reach :,:.. 4 #ffif€U$ together," says Matthew
their preferred summering "'.') SKitLS Kauffman, director of
grounds, the lush .:: S$4EHY$ the Wyoming Migration
mountain meadows of tl 

';''': scholasticcom:Ie 7ilt"^"i";"iti At,;. Initiative at the University
Hoback Basin. They're l!$: of Wyoming.
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About 500 mule deer journey from

the Red Desert to Hoback Basin each

spring (orange). Thousands more join

from the Wind River Range (red). They

return south before heavy snow falls.

lJackson

..-.1..1r%9ff6 neaotNe HoME: A mure
deer is released after collaring. r

have been declining since the 1970s

because ofhabitat loss, drought, and

other factors. Sawyer wanted to get

the word out about the newfound
migration-not just because it was

record-breaking, but because he

knew the deer could use some help.

To build up fat to surwive the
winters, mule deer eat only the most

Continued on the nefft page ->
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Mul-g;deer are brownish-gray
ungulates, or hoofed mammals,

native to western North America.

They're about the same size as white-
tailed deer, which are common east

of the Rockies. Mule deer are named

for their large, mule-like ears.

The species is an iconic animal of
the American West, but its numbers
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nutritious plants and plant parts. For
this reason, they can thrive only in
areas with the proper food.

The newly discovered migration
highlights the animals'need to
travel-sometimes long distances-
to survive. Roads, highways, fences,

homes, natural gas developments,

wind farms, and mining opera-

tions can interfere with or block
migration paths. That can be a big
problem for mule deer.

The deer that Sawyer tracked
feed on small, hardy plants called
desert sagebrush in winter-but
in the summer, they fatten up on
the more nutritious grasses and

flowering plants on the mountain
meadows of the Hoback Basin. They
can't stay, though, because the snow
gets too deep to walk through in the
winter. They must return to their
wintering grounds before the hear.y
snows fall. "Mule deer can't make a
living by staying in just one habitat
year-round," says Kauffman.

i"",*iffi Tl€ k* ffi s i t{ rffi i:lTs il?i,_ it
Ever since his discovery Sawyer

has been working to raise awareness

and keep the migration route acces-

sible for the deer. First he partnered

22 oECEMBER 7,zols

with wildlife photo.ioumalist Joe

Riis to produce a traveling photo

exhibit and a short video on the
migration, which received millions
of views online. Then he teamed up
with Kauffman and the Wyoming

Migration Initiative to assess the 10

biggest challenges for the deer along

the migration route, which takes

the animals through a patchwork of
land owned by the federal govem-

ment, state government, and private

owners. "Figuring out how to get

everybody on the same page and

accommodate the animals is the
biggest challenge," Sawyer says.

All the stakeholders
are starting to come

together on solutions.
One organization, the
Conservation Fund,
purchased land where
the deer cross a stream.

It had been slated for
housing development,
but the group plans to
safeguard the stream.

This way the deers'

migration through this
area won't be disrupled.
And the U.S. Bureau of
Land Management is

considering ways to protect the
deers'migration route from energy

development on federal land.

Meanwhile, scientists are

working to learn more about mule
deer. Kauffman is collecting health
data like body fat and pregnancy

status from a group of migrating
mule deer. A few times a year, his
team shoots nets from helicopters to
capture the collared animals. They
draw blood and measure fat before
releasing the deer. "We can keep

tabs on how they're doing in terms
of foraging and fat gain-things that
determine their ability to survive

and produce the next
generation," he says.

Sawyer is optimistic
that the discovery as well
as ongoing research and

advocacy will make a
difference for migrating
animals across the West.

"Mule deer and other big
game populations are a

national treasure just like
Old Faithful or Yosemite,"

he says. "That's some-

thing that people should
care about." ffi

-Jennifer 
Abbasi
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challenges migrating deer face,
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ANCIENT HAIR
hile excavating the
ancient Egyptian
city of Amarna,

archaeologists made

a surprising find: a

3,300-year-old skull of a woman with
about 70 elaborate hair extensions.

Though much of the woman's
body had decayed over time, the
hair extensions were well preserved.

They were intricately styled with
braids and decorations that had

been woven into the twists.
The woman's hair was able to

survive for such a long time because

hair is made up of proteins that are

linked strongly tdgether. This helps

preserve the strands and slows the
pace of decay.

Hairstyles like the one pictured
were common in ancient Egypt,

where people took hair care very

seriously. The archaeologists also

discovered a fatty substance at the
end of some of the braids. This
sticky material could have been

used to keep the hairdo in place,

like hair gel or spray that people

use today.

"The amount of extensions and

work done on them, along with the
hairstyle, can tell about the wealth

of a person and his or her social
position," says Jolanda Bos, an

archaeologist working at the site.

Bos explains thal these remains

are still being studied. With more

examination, she hopes to learn

about the woman's age and lifestyle.
Bos and other researchers are

currently comparing the ancient
woman's hairstyle with remains
found at other archaeological sites

to learn more. They also want to
analyze a dye found in her hair
to determine if-even 3,000 years

ago-people tried to cover up their
gray hair.

-C\ai,re 
Maldarelli,
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ln "Just Press Print" (p.14) and "Paw

Designer" (p.78), you learned about 3-D

printers and the amazing things they can

make. From skateboards to shoes, the

sky is the limit. Entrepreneurs, scientists,

and students like you are using 3-D printers

to make their ideas a reality.

Have you ever wanted to bring an

invention to life? Enter our contest for

a chance to win a 3-D printer for your

,/.

classroom. Describe what you'd create with a

3-D printer and why. What challenges might you

run into, and how would you overcome them?

Write 300 to 500 words explaining the

invention you'd want to create and why.

Explain, in language your classmates would

understand, how you would use a 3-D printer

to make your idea a reality. What challenges

might you run into, and how would you over-

come them? You may include sketches io
help illustrate your invention on an additional

8i" x 11 sheet of paper.

Complete the entry form in this issue's

Teacher's Guide or download it by clicking
the entry form button (below) in your digital

edition. Mailthe completeci entry form with
your entry to: 3-D Printing Contest,

PRIZES: The winning student's teacher will receive

a Cube 3-D printel a Sense 3D scanner, and a
class video chat with a designer at the company

3D Systems. The designer wrll explain to the class
how to use the prizes. The winning student will take

home a $50 gift certificate to the Cubify store (www

.cubi{y.com), which sells 3-D printed cell phone ,,.
cases, picture frames, etc. Three runners-up will

Science World, Scholastic lnc., Download where prohibited. For complete
PO, Box 713, New York, NY entry form and rules and guidelines, see this
i0012. only one entry per person. ,fi:f:i:.uj:;, issue's Teacher's Guide or click
Entries must be received by scienceworld . the entry form button (/ell) in
January 18, 2016. 

\ 
Vorr digital edition.

also win a $50 gift certi{icate to the Cubily store.

NO PURCHASE NECESSARY Contest
open to legal U.S. residents currently
enrolled in grades 4 through 12. Entries
must be received hry January 18, 2016.

No e-mail entries accepted, Void

TEST YOUR SCIENCE SMARTS
Play our science trivia game online! Just click

this button in the digital edition

and select whether you'd like

questions from this issue only

or from our archive.
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